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Cushcraft Ringo Ranger

Ringo Ranger II, Ringo Ranger, Ringo
Ringo Ranger II
The Ringo Ranger II has more gain, less windload, and more
mechanical integrity than other two meter antennas. You’ll
quickly appreciate the benefits of this amazing antenna!
Based on the original W1BX Ringo, the Ringo Ranger II is the
latest design featuring three 5/8 wave radiating elements and
an adjustable 1/8 wave phasing stub. The result is a very low
angle of radiation over your coverage area. The Ringo Ranger
II has built-in lightning protection, UV-stabilized insulators,
heavy wall tubing, improved decoupling radials to eliminate
feedline radiation, and all-weather performance.

2 Meters, 220/440 MHz

Ringo
These are the original W1BX F M Ringos. If you want a combination of
compact size, wide bandwidth, a low radiation angle, these economical
antennas are just for you. Since radials are not needed, you can even
use our Ringos indoors. Our Ringos are 1/2 wave and include built-in
lightning protection. Put up one of these easily installed antennas and
start enjoying FM!
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Cushcraft VHF/UHF Yagis 2 Meters, 220/440 MHz
A148-20T 
2 Meter Hi-Lo Cross Yagi
Here’s the antenna that solves multi-mode problems!
Ten vertically polarized and ten horizontally polarized
elements provide 11.1 dBi gain covering 144-148
MHz. The horizontal elements handle your CW and
SSB needs, while the vertical elements cover FM.
Hardware is stainless steel. Separate coax feeds
allow polarization changes.

A224WB 
220 MHz Widebands
This 222 MHz 4 element beam is perfect for
Packet, FM repeaters, or sideband/CW. It can
be mounted for vertical or horizontal polarization.

A148-20T

A-224WB

A449-6S/A449-11S
440 MHz Beams

Use one of these 440 MHz
beams for your FM/Packet
needs. Both work great for verti-
cal or horizontal polarization.

A449-11S

A

A $24995 $11995 $7995 $11995

A719B 
FM, CW and 
SSB 15.5 dBi
Looking for an antenna to enhance
performance on all modes of the 70
CM band? The 13.5 foot long 719B
is the right choice. Mount it vertical
for FM or horizontal for CW and
Sideband. The A-719B joins the 2
meter A-13B2 as a classic for
improved performance.

A449-6S

11 (3.4)

A-719B
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Cushcraft Boomer Sideband VHF/UHF Yagis 2 Meters
A13B2 -13 Element Wideband Boomer
The A13B2 is as versatile as the A-17B2 is specialized. A13B2 will be your choice
for high performance across the entire 2 meter band. New and experienced hams
will enjoy 15.8 dBi gain on FM, packet, CW, or sideband across the 4 MHz operat-
ing range. The A13B2 is easily mounted vertically or horizontally for maximum per-
formance on your favorite mode. Its optimum boom length makes it a popular anten-
na that fits just about anywhere. The new UltraMatch balanced feed on the A13B2
provides a 50 Ohm match via a standard SO-239 UHF female connector. Model
A13B2N has N connector.

A17B2 - 17 Element CW/SSB Boomer
The serious two meter operator who is interested in EME, aurora, scatter, SSB, CW,
tropo etc, will choose the A17B2. It has 17 elements on a 4.5 wavelength boom. Our
computer-aided design supported by precise test range data and the latest manufac-
turing technology gives you a cleaner pattern and 18 dBi gain in this long boom
design. Significant enhancement is provided by the new UltraMatch balanced feed
system with N-connector.

UltraMatch is a modified T-match system that provides a 
balanced current distribution on your Boomer. It uses UltraLink
TeflonR dielectric cable allowing for low loss high power appli-
cations. UltraMatch is completely enclosed for weather proof-
ing. UltraMatch has an N-connector on the A17B2 and UHF
SO239 on A13B2. When all-weather performance is important,
you’ll choose the UltraMatched Boomers every time.

A26B2 - 26 Element Wideband Boomer
This antenna offers the highest gain of any 2 Meter FM antenna in the world. A26B2
includes 2 complete A-13B2 antennas, stacking boom and phasing harnesses.

A124WB - 4 Element Wideband Boomer
This is the right choice for packet systems and other applica-
tions requiring a dedicated directional antenna.

A148-10S & A148-3S 2M Yagis
These antennas are computer optimized models of our 2
meter Yagis. We’ve improved he pattern and gain to give you better FM coverage.
The A148-3S is the low priced quality leader for Packet, FM or even portable use. It
is easily rear mounted. A148-10S is one of our best value designs with excellent
gain and front-to-back ratio. Use it for long range FM or full band 2 meter operation.

A148-3S

A148-10S

A26B2

A17B2

A13B2

A124WB

AAAA

Stacking Kits for Cushcraft Boomers
Make stacking your Cushcraft Boomers easy.  Choose the
Boomer Stacking Kits for your installation.  Each stacking kit
includes: Stacking Aluminum boom, Power Dividers wire har-
ness and mounting hardware.  
Order P/N: A26B2-VPK for two A13B2 Boomers.  
Order P/N: A26B2N-VPK for two A17B2 Boomers. 
Order two kits for stacking 4 Boomers.

Power Divider Harness for Boomers
Our power dividers make it a snap to stack Cushcraft anten-

nas. Just add equal lengths of 50-Ohm
coax to each of the feed points. 
PD-2. For two A13B2 beams.  
PD-4. For four A13B2 beams.  
PD-2N. For 2 A17B2 beams. 
PD-4N. For 4 A17B2 beams.

PD-4

PD-2
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Cushcraft 6 and 10 Meter Yagis
6 Meter Yagis - SSB/CW/FMI
Computer-aided modeling and test range techniques were used by
Cushcraft engineers to further optimize the performance of our popular
6 meter Yagis. This process means more gain and cleaner patterns with
excellent front-to-back ratios. S-models have very broad bandwidth so
they will not detune in bad weather. They feature stainless steel hard-
ware for long trouble-free life. Enjoy the new popularity and exciting
contacts on the 6 meter band with one of the S-series Laird Yagis. The
A50-3S, A50-5S and A50-6S may be mounted vertically for FM use.

6-10 Meters

TEN-3 10 Meter Yagi
Looking for a lightweight, economical alternative to
the 10 meter big boys? Choose the TEN-3.
Although it’s popular with novices and technicians,
this antenna is for any ham who wants more gain
with a good front-to-back ratio on 10 meters. This
antenna has an 8 foot boom (2.4m) making it easy
to install on a very simple mount with only a light
rotator. The matching system is our proven Reddi-
Match for 50 Ohm no balun feed and SO-239 con-
nector. Make more positive contacts with the TEN-
3 and snag that rare DX.

A50-3S

A50-5S

A50-6S

TEN-3

A50-6S

Cushcraft Amateur Information
Cushcraft antennas are designed to survive 80 MPH
winds unless otherwise noted.  Stainless steel hard-
ware and high-grade seamless 6063-T832 tubing
are used in all antennas.  Cushcraft antennas are
distributed by many fine dealers worldwide. For
dealers in the USA, Canada and other countries,
please contact Cushcraft. 
Sales: Cushcraft Amateur Antennas, 308 Industrial
Park Road, Starkville, MS 39759 USA. 
Phone: 662-323-9538. Fax: 662-323-6551. 
Email: cushcraft@mfjenterprises.com
Warranty: Cushcraft antennas carry a one year lim-
ited warranty.  
Information: Visit our website:
cushcraftamateur.com for additional information.
FREE download of Instruction manuals.  
Service: Return product to: Cushcraft Antennas,
308 Industrial Park Road, Starkville, MS 39759 USA
Replacement Parts: To purchase or obtain warran-
ty replacement parts, contact Cushcraft. 
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Low Noise
6M and 2M Loop Fed Arrays

Low Noise 6/2 Meter LFAs designed for Cushcraft by world renowned Justin Johnson, G0KSC
Cushcraft’s computer

optimized third genera-
tion G0KSC Loop Fed
Array (LFA) yagis are
specifically designed
for low noise -- hear
weak signals that others
can’t!

Highly suppressed side
lobes eliminate unwanted
noise and signal pickup
from sides making your
desired signal pop out!

See and hear for your-
self how signals pop out
from a low-noise G0KSC
LFA as compared to a top
performing yagi at
www.cushcraft.com/LFA-
6M5EL.php

Wide-spaced LFA
yagis have lower SWR,
higher gain, better front-
to-back and more broad-
banded than dipole fed
yagis.

Cushcraft’s direct 50-
Ohm feed has no lossy
matching network that
limits power handling. hy-

gain LFAs handle 5,000
Watts. Operational power
is only limited by your
coax, connectors and
other accessories. 

Cushcraft LFAs are
also computer optimized
for maximum mechanical
strength using Cushcraft’s
exceptionally strong
tooled parts to give you
years of reliable service. 

All Cushcraft 6/2
Meter LFAs have heavy
duty 2-inch diameter
double walled booms,
5/8” fully insulated ele-
ments and 7/16” outer
tip sections. Climb the
tower only once!

See
www.cushcraft.com for
full specifications
including SWR curves,
pattern plots, gain, wind
loading, wind survival,
front-to-back, and more.

LFA-6M5EL
6-Element 6M Loop Fed Array

Model#
Gain:
F/B:
Peak Gain: 
Peak F/B:
Power Rating:
SWR:
Stack Distance: 

2 Stacked Gain:
2 Stacked F/B: 
Boom Length:
Weight: 
Turning
Radius: 
Wind Loading:

6-Meter Antenna Performance
LFA-6M4EL $359
10.7 dBi@50.15
35.24 dB@50.15

10.76 dBi
44.78 dB

5kW*
< 1.5:1 50-50.4

17.6 feet
recommended
13.59@17.6 ft.

25.04 dB
13 feet
8 lbs.
6’ 11”
TBA

120 MPH

LFA-6M5EL $449
11.88dBi@50.15
27.35 dB@50.15

11.91 dBi
28.01 dB

5kW*
<1.5:1 50-50.3

20 feet
recommended

14.78 dBi
36.02 dB
21 feet
17 lbs.
11’ 4”
TBA

118 MPH

LFA-6M7EL $739
13.5 dBi@50.15
23.8 dB@50.15

13.5 dBi
26.23 dB

5kW*
<1.5:1 50-50.4

24 feet
recommended

16.28 dBi
25.19 dB
33.6 feet
37 lbs.
17’ 8”
TBA

108 MPH

LFA-6M8EL $999
14.09dBi@50.15
23.81 dB@50.15

14.15 dBi
26.27 dB

5kW*
<1.5:1 50-50.4

26.6 feet
recommended

16.94 dBi
25.80 dB
42 feet
39 lbs.
21’ 4”
TBA

100 MPH

* Power handling is limited only by operating station accessories such as coax.

LFA-2M9EL All of our LFA's are SUPER
LOW NOISE and HEAVY

DUTY with large diameter
booms and rated to 5KW+!

9-Element 2-Meter Loop Fed Array

Cushcraft (R) 4/6M Yagi Antenna
World’s First!!! DB-46M8EL

Cushcraft has the first 4/6 Meter, 50MHz/70MHz sin-

gle feed point dual band Yagi!  8 elements (4 ele-

ments each band) on a compact 7 foot boom.

LFA-220M10EL
220 MHz

LFA-440M10EL
440 MHz


